I Operating instruction:

Principle of work:

1 .At first, in accordance with connection of the picture (please refer to picture 2).
Connect the wire correctly. The extremity of input power supply must be connect
ed with neutral, then turn the regulator on, use the line voltage sleeted switch
observe the output voltage, if the indicate normal voltage is 380V+/-4%, then
press a button of start, this machine can supply power in model of the auto-adjust
voltage.
2.When the input voltage and the overload has exchanged, the servo-type is about
to auto-move high voltage and it can send out voice. (This is normal ) .
3.Use o f finished, please close the power of equipment a t first, then close the power
of voltage regulator, and please don take the switch of voltage regulator conduct
the switch of electrical equipment for use.
4.The products has over/lack phase protect, sleeted switch. When the sleeted
switch press a lock. The regulator is state on over voltage or lock phase, i.e. The
phase voltage output is more than 248V or there have not output, this machine
cut off the output voltage. When the switch un-prees, the regulator is still output
under the over voltage or lack phase.
5.This products has adopt the auto-air switch as the protect of overload or short
circuit, it has test the good conditions, when the products left the factor y.
6.This product should not use for longtime under the overload, energy of overload.
(Please refer to form 1 ').
P : general rating efficiency of electrical
Pe : rating efficiency of regulator
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1.This product is composed with contact regulator, sampling circuit, output voltage,
implement electrical-motor and move-arm and so on.
2.When the input voltage and overload has exchanged, every sampling circuit go
on sampling of respective and comparativ ely, enlargely in accordance wit h the
result of compared motor is move-distorio n of needed and drive the move-arm
of regulator adjust the voltage made the output voltage unchan ged, there by
achieve the goal of regulator voltage . (Please refers to picture 1 ).
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(a) three phase auto-transformer

(b) Three phase compensate

Picture 1
3.More than 30KVA large capacity voltage regulator power supplies, it adept
compensated stricture, reduce
the weight and improve the character of export.

Technology index:

Picture3
?.When the products is used the place of low voltage, please notes relative to
proportion the capacity of efficacy to reduce. (The curve of efficacious capacity ,
please refer to picture 3).
8.By-pass function provided

I Points for attention:

1.The regulator should be avoiding vibration strenuous pernicious gas and liquid
flow in.
allocate with
2.The link-line of regulator, please refer to the specified efficiency
enough circuit capacity lead. (Is less than or equal to 0.5A/mm2)
3.There have earth installation inside, it cans connected earth with the line of
outside, don not removes the line of earth or unconnected earth.
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Model

ETT-9/15/20/30/40/60KVA

Input voltage (three phase)

280V-430V

Output voltage (three phase)

380V± 3%

Frequency

50-60HZ

Phase voltage protection (over voltage)

426±7V

Adjust time

:::;o.5 sec.

Environment temperature

-10 C-40 C

°

Relative distribution

<

Waveform distribution

1.0-3.0%

°

90%

Efficiency

> 90%

Resisting voltage

Accord with ministry issue standard

Delay time

3-7 min
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